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The Soudan 2 nucleon decay experiment consists of a 1.1
Kton fine grained iron tracking calorimeter. I t has a
very isotropic detection stucture which along with its
flexible trigger will allow detection of multiparticle
and neutrino proton decay modes. The detector has now
entered its construction stage.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Soudan 2 detector is being b u i l t by a collaboration of five
in s t i t u t i ons from the US and Bri ta in . The experiment wil l be in the
Soudan iron mine in northern Minnesota, USA. I t is an 1100 ton, fine
grained, iron calorimeter and is a t a depth of 700 m (2200 m water
equivalent) . I t i s comprised of 256 identical modules and i s
surrounded on a l l sides by a double layer proportional tube act ive
shie ld . The cavity is 14 m(w) x 72 m(l) x 11 ia(h), large enough to
accommodate a 3300 ton detector of s imilar design.

The detector wi l l have track position resolution of 15, 10, and
2 ram along the three coordinates. Thus, the detector will have
excel lent topological -tracking capab i l i t i e s for the low energy charged
pa r t i c l e s and electromagnetic showers expected from nucleon decay
candidates and neutrino background events. In addit ion, for such
events the energy of par t ic les observed is sufficiently low that they
wi l l stop inside the detector,, The measurement of the ionization
deposited as a function of track length allows the determination of
track direction and yields information on the par t ic le type.

In addition to the unique dE/dx measurements the Soudan 2
detector has several advantages over previous nucleon decay
de tec tors . The honeycomb geometry has very isotropic detection
compared with other tracking detectors . The thin s tee l and local
tr iggering system produces a low t r igger threshold giving excellent
efficiency for mult ipar t ic le decay modes or ones with missing energy
due to neutrinos.

2. THE DETECTOR

The basic detection element of the experiment is shown in Fig.
1. I t is a resistive plastic (Hytrel) tube, one meter long with an
inner diameter of 15 mm and a thickness of 1 mm. A graded electric
field is applied along i t by 17, 1.5 mm wide copper electrodes. These
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have a voltage of -10KV at the middle of the tube and OV at the two
ends. The resistive tube then grades the voltage between electrodes,
creating a uniform axial drift field of 200 V/cm inside the tube.
The tubes are fil led with a pure gas of 85% argon and 15% CO .̂ When
a charged particle passes through the tube i t ionizes the gas; the
liberated electrons then drift (with a velocity of ~.8 cm/usec) up to
50 cm to the ends of the tube where they are collected and amplified
on a 50 yrn diameter anode proportional wire.

The tubes are arranged in an hexagonally close packed array as
shown in Fig. 2. The anode wires run vertically in a plane 1 cm from
the tube ends and are spaced every 15 ram so that they are aligned
with the centers of the tubes. Cathode pads are connected in
horizontal strips orthogonal to the anode wires 5mm behind them, and
are aligned with the tubes. Thus i t is possible to identify which
tube a signal came from since the anodes and the cathodes provide a
two coordinate grid centered on the tube ends.

Most of the mass of the detector is provided by 1.6 mm thick
steel sheets which are corrugated so as to hold the tubes in
position. They are 1 m x 1 m after corrugating. In order for the
drif t high voltage to make contact with the tubes and s t i l l keep them
insulated from the steel sheets, the tubes are sandwiched between two
sheets of mylar 1 m wide and 125 urn thick (see Fig. 3), The copper
str ip electrodes are laminated onto the inside of the mylar where
they provide high voltage to the tubes but are insulated from the
s teel .

The steel sheets and the assembly of tubes, copper, and mylar
(called a 'bandolier') are then stacked up for 240 layers (2.5 m) to
form 5 ton module. In doing this the bandolier is fanfolded back
and forth with steel sheets interleaved. For additional insulation,
a .5 mm thick sheet of polystyrene is placed on both sides of each
sheet of steel in the stack. The polystyrene is vacuum formed to
conform to the shape of the steel. These stacks are then compressed
with 10 tons of force to achieve a uniform module height. A steel
skin is then welded around four faces of the module. This skin keeps
the stack compressed and provides the gas seal on those sides. The
other two faces of the the module are where the readout planes are
mounted. These must be flat and rigid in order to maintain a
constant wire gain across the many tubes. This is done with an
aluminum frame holding the wires. The cathodes are etched copper on
G-10 with a Hexcel/G-10 sandwich backing and are also attached to the
frame.

The modules are then assembled into the full underground
detector as shown in Fig. 4. The relatively small module size was
chosen so that they could be built on the surface and s t i l l carried
down the mine shaf̂ JT. Additionally, since they are self contained gas
volumes, they eggs' be used to test sections of the actual detector in
neutrino and charged particle beams.



The whole detector is surrounded on a l l sides by an active
shield to tag through-going cosmic rays as well as radioactive decays
in the rock walls. As shown in Fig. 5 the shield i s made of 7 m long
aluminum extrusions each containing eight hexagonal proportional
tubes. They are mated together to form a double layered, seamless
covering, which wil l give them a very high efficiency for detecting
tracks.

3. ELECTRONICS

3.1 Readout System

The Soudan 2 detector is read out by 16000 anode wires and 32000
cathode s t r i p s . Preamps from each wire or s t r ip are bussed together
in groups of 8 to reduce the number of ADC channels. The resulting
6144 channels of ionization signal are digitized by a flash ADC every
200 ns and stored in RAM. The raw data h i t patterns are continually
compared with programmable t r igger mult ipl ici ty and adjacency
conditions. The data acquisition process is managed in a system of
24 paral lel crates each containing an Inte l 80C86 microprocessor,
which supervises a pipe-lined data compactor (which compacts out zero
data) , and allows transfer of the compacted data via CAMAC to the
host computer. The 80C86's also manage the local t r igger conditions
and can perform some paral lel processing of the data. Due to the
scale of the system and mult ipl ici ty of identical channels, semi-
custom gate array chips are used for much of the logic, u t i l i z ing 2.5
micron CMOS technology. Also, custom hybrid preamp chips are used.

Figure 6 contains a block diagram of the major components of the
read out system. The wire and cathode signals are amplified by thick
film hybrid preamps, and the preamp outputs (which appear as current
sources) are bussed on twisted pair cables of length 32 meters.
Eight preamps are connected to each bus, in a scheme which minimizes
ambiguities. This i s possible since the events of in teres t are
highly localized. This effectively multiplexes the readout of the
detector and reduces the number of digi t izat ion channels required by
a factor of e ight . The twisted pair summing busses drive
conditioning-shaping amplifiers, and the outputs of these amplifiers -
are carried dif ferent ia l ly on ribbon twisted pair cables to
dig i t iz ing cards which perform dig i t iza t ion and storage.

The digi t iz ing cards reside in 24 MULTIBUS data c ra tes . Each
digi t iz ing card accepts 16 input signals. For each data channel
there is an input buffer amplifier, a s ix-b i t CMOS flash encoder (RCA
3300), and a CMOS s t a t i c RAM of length 1024 locat ions . Thus, th i s
system is capable of storing 200 usec of ionization history when
clocked at 200 ns in terva ls . Each digi t iz ing card also has five CMOS
gate arrays containing approximately 5500 gates of t r igger logic and
the necessary gating logic to t i e to the MULTIBUS backplane. Each
data crate accepts 16 digi t izing cards giving a to ta l of 256
dig i t iza t ion channels per crate. Each data crate i s managed by an
80C86 microprocessor.



Each data crate has a compactor card which, in addition to
providing the data compaction, also provides a port to a CAMAC module
which serves the purpose of DMA's, interrupts, and program data
transfers to/from the host, a VAX 11/750. A 4K by 24-bit FIFO is
used to buffer data transfer to/from the host through the CAMAC
port. The anticipated occupancy is less than 1% data stored in the
RAM's on an digitizing card. The compactor card contains a fast
pipe-lined micro-sequencer which scans each digitizing card with the
operations: address, fetch data, compare to a preset threshold and
place over-threshold data and address into the FIFO.

Within each data crate there is a calibration card which, under
local processor control, can be used to calibrate all the analog
channels and verify the trigger logic within the data crate. The
calibration card is a pulser which is controlled by the CPU and can
send pulses to various combinations of the preamp inputs. Each data
crate also has a trigger communication card to support communication
with the trigger processor crate. The trigger communication card, in
addition to sending trigger requests to the trigger processor,
provides a 16-bit data bus with a 4K. FIFO for data transfer to/from
the trigger processor.

3.2 Trigger System

Each digitizing card in the data crates has seven trigger
request lines tied to seven wire OR'ed lines on the MULTIBUS
backplane. Three of the lines represent adjacency and multiplicity
conditions within the gate arrays on the digitizing cards. The other
four are reserved for future trigger requests coming from an open
chip socket. If any of the trigger conditions are met within any of
the gate arrays on any of the digitizing cards, the corresponding
trigger request lines(s) will be pulled down on the backplane of that
crate.

The trigger communication card (one per data crate) picks up
the seven lines from the backplane and sends them on a trigger bus to
the trigger processor crate. These trigger requests from the 24 data
crates are served by 12 communications cards located in the trigger-
processor crate. At the trigger processor crate, these seven trigger
request signals are received on data communication cards and
interfaced to wire OR'ed lines on the trigger processor crate
MULTIBUS backplane. Seven lines are allocated to trigger requests
originating in anode data crates and seven to trigger requests
originating in cathode data crates. Cards may be allocated to the
anode or cathode trigger request busses under software control. The
trigger requests are latched on these cards by the trigger so that by
polling the data communication cards the trigger processor crate's
80C86 CPU can determine which data crates met the trigger conditions.

The 14 trigger requests are carried in the two subsets of seven
to the trigger logic card. The fast trigger logic produces an output
(in about 200 ns) by performing a memory lookup with the 14 inputs as



the address. The memory can be software selected to be e i ther PROM
or RAM, which has been f i l led by the lccal processor in the t r igger
c r a t e . This output becomes the global tr igger for the experiment.
This signal is carr ied on a l ine on the tr igger processor MULTIBUS
backplane to each data communication card in the t r igger processor,
and then over each tr igger bus back to each data c r a t e . The t r igger
i s carried on the MULTIBUS backplane to the compactor card whera i t
begins the t r igger countdown sequence prior to compaction.

The d ig i t iz ing card d ig i t i za t ion proceeds asynchronously in each
of the 24 data crates with the RAM's used as a c ircular data
buffer. When a t r igger decision is posit ive, the d ig i t iza t ion i s
continued for an addit ional software selectable time (usually 50 us)
beyond trigger time. Thus a complete d r i f t h is tory is stored for
each channel. I t i s also necessary to interrupt the 80C86 when the
t r igger timeout i s complete.

Between the time of t r igger formation in the t r igger crate , and
the end of compaction in the data crates ( typ ica l ly 30 msec), the
tr igger c r a t e ' s microprocessor has access to a l l information
available to the tr igger logic, plus the contents of latches
deta i l ing which channels had data in each data c ra te . I t can then
make a second level trigger decision and, if necessary, issue a
global abort and rese t signal .

The design goals for the t r igger system are to obtain >80%
efficiency for muons with to ta l energy down to 200 MeV, while
accepting less than 0.5 Hz of random tr iggers due to natural
rad ioac t iv i ty . The trigger system i s very f lex ib le , because of i t s
programmability. Since every readout channel is involved in the
tr igger process the tr igger is uniform throughout the detector
volume.

4 . MODULE TESTING

The modules are tested in several ways; thei r d r i f t high
voltages are turned up to 12 KV for ~1 week both in a i r and in argon-
CO? to check a l l the insulation, then before (and as) the readout
planes are mounted measurements are made to assure that the stack i s
f l a t to within tolerances and that the anode wires are the proper
distance from the stack face. After they have passed these tes ts the
modules are brought over to a cosmic ray t e s t stand. There they are
f i l l ed with helium and checked for gas tightness with a helium leak
detector . They are then purged with the argon-CO^ gas and f ina l ly
connected to a gas rec i rcula t ion/pur i f ica t ion system which removes
the oxygen (to <1 ppm) and water from the gas since these affect the
dr i f t ing of the e lec t rons .

4 .1 Cosmic Rays

The cosmic ray tes t stand has mountings for the preamps and
provides a s c i n t i l l a t o r tr igger with counters above and below the



module. The base of the stand is a 15 cm thick steel slab. In order
to satisfy the trigger the cosmic rays must be energetic enough to go
through the module and the slab. The cosmic rays are mostly vertical
and illuminate the whole volume of the module fairly uniformly.

The cosmic ray tracks are useful for measuring pulse height and
efficiency uniformity throughout the detector volume. Figure 7a
shows the anode-drift distance view of cosmic ray track while Fig. 7b
shows the cathode-drift distance view. The leading edge of each
pulse is plotted in the distance scale on the bottom axis (determined
from the drift time), but the individual pulses have been expanded to
show the micros trueture of each 200 ns pulse height sampling. Since
a cloud of electrons drifting down a tube to an anode wire will
produce a signal on the anode wire and simultaneously on some
cathode, i t is possible to reconstruct which individual tube a signal
came from. Additional matching information comes from looking at the
pulse heights (the cathode will be a known fraction of the anode
signal) and the pulse shapes. Thus for each tube crossing of a
charged particle al l three position coordinates are measured as well
as the pulse height.

The data are analyzed using a track fitting program. Figure 8
shows the rras residuals of the data from the fitted line for the
coordinate along the drift direction. From the mean value one can
tel l that the tube to tube drift velocity variation is less than
1%. The mean is expected to be reduced in later analyses by
determining the position of a pulse not just by the leading edge, but
by taking into account the pulse shape, the time to get above
threshold and the longitudinal diffusion during drifting.

In drifting electrons for 50 cm i t is important to know the
amount of attenuation which occurs. Figure 9 shows a plot of pulse
height versus drift distance (from 10 to 45 cm). The superimposed
line is a fit to an exponential fall off and gives an attenuation
length of 124 + 5 cm. This is to be compared to the maximum value
obtainable, due only to diffusion into the tube walls, of 135 cm.

4.2 Fe55 Sources

In addition to through-going cosmic Tjay tracks, the module
performance is studied by looking at Fe sources which were
temporarily placed in the module during i ts construction. The
various modules have up to 28 sources at different locations (anode
number, cathode number and depth). Since the Fe sources provide a
known amount of ionization, they can be used to study the effects of
different amounts of gas impurities, different anode wire voltages
and the pulse height resolution of the system. Also, since they are
a t a known location they can be used to see gas gain variations and
measure the attenuation process for the drifting electrons.

Figure 10 shows the pulse height spectrum for an Fe source at
a drift distance of 5 cm. The 10% resolution is well within the over



al l detector design goal of 20%, although the resolution will be
degraded due t.r wire to wire gain variations and for less predictable
sources of ionization (e.g. cosmic rays). Figure 11 shows an anode
high voltage plateau curve for sources at depths of 5, 25, and 45
cm. As expected, the 5 cm curve reaches plateau before the rest
since its pulse height is least attenuated by drifting. Figure 12
shows a plot of pulse height versus amount of oxygen in the gas for
sources at three drift distances. The slope of the fall off is worst
for the deepest source (the 25 cm source has smaller pulse height
than the 45 cm one because of wire to wire gain nonuniformities
experienced in early modules).

5 . STATUS AND SCHEDULES

The experiment i s now out of the designing and planning stage
and i s in the construct ion s tage . The underground laboratory has
been completely excavated i t s wa l l s , cei l ing and floor have been
covered with concre te , the iron work for the detector support
s t r uc tu r e and the overhead crane are finished. Also the basic
e l e c t r i c power wiring and the various transformers are in place .
There are module ' f a c t o r i e s ' in operation both in the US and in
B r i t a i n . They shor t ly expect to reach the i r design goals of
producing one module per week.

The e lec t ron ics production i s proceeding wel l . Half of the
readou t /d ig i t i z ing e lec t ronics have already been produced, some of
which are being used to operate the cosmic ray t e s t stands (US and
B r i t a i n ) . The fu l l order for 15000 hybrid preamplifier chips has
been placed and samples are being tes ted . The ca l i b r a t i on system and
the t r igger system are designed, have been prototyped and t h e i r
boards and components are on order.

The f i r s t of the gas r ec i r cu l a t ion / pur i f i ca t ion systems are
b u i l t and being used for the cosmic ray t e s t s t ands . Work i s
progressing on both the online and offline software, versions of
which are being used for the cosmics ray t e s t stand data .

The act ive shie ld i s construct ion is ~15% complete, and many of
these tubes have been brought in to the mine for t e s t i ng and mounting.

Following i s a schedule of future milestones.

1986 MAY - Complete C o n t r a c t C o n s t r u c t i o n Work i n Mine
JUNE - Ship U.S. Module # 1 , 1 s t Gas System to Mine

Begin Active Shield Ins ta l la t ion
JULY - Complete Counting House

Begin Ins ta l l ing Computer, Electronics
SEPTEMBER - Complete Assembly of 1/2 Wall (8 Modules)
OCTOBER - Cosmic Tracks in 1/2 Wall With Active Shield

Above
1987 JANUARY - Opera te 2 Walls (32 Modules, 150 tons )

Useful F i d u c i a l Volume fo r P h y s i c s



1988 JANUARY - Charged Pa r t i c l e , Neutrino Beam Tests
APRIL - Active Shield Complete
JUNE - Electronics Complete
DECEMBER - 1100 tons Operational (assuming optimal funding

profile)
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Fig. 1. A longitudinal section of the
basic lm resistive plastic drift tube
showing the the surrounding mylar
insulation and the steel sheets.
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Fig. 2. An end-on view of the hexagonally
close packed drift tubes and the steel
sheets. The readout by orthogonal anode
wires and cajthode strips is shown.
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- Fig. 3. A section of the 'bandolier1

showing the drift tubes bonded between two
layers of mylar with the copper
equipotentials.

Fig. 4. One module stacked 240 layers
high and the assembly of modules into the
full 1.1 Kton detector.
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Fig. 5. A cross-sectional view
of the 7m long veto shield
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drift distance view of a cosmic
ray track in a module.

Fig. 8. The rms residual of
cosmic ray track data from the
fitted lines in the drift
distance dimension.
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